Introduction

Using Simple Thermal Models for Asteroid Diameter Determination
Simple thermal models are a useful way of determining the diameter and albedo of asteroids in the case where there is limited knowledge of their physical properties, particularly shape and rotation axis, and where mid infrared spectra or broadband fluxes have only been obtained from very few aspects. For most asteroids where thermal IR spectra have been obtained this case holds, and hence simple thermal models remain important in using this information to derive asteroid size distributions.
A thermophysical model [e.g. Harris et al. (2005) , Müller et al. (2005) ] can provide more accurate results than simpler thermal models if accurate measurements of the thermal continuum emission over a range of aspect angles are available, together with knowledge of parameters such as shape and pole orientation. Unfortunately these conditions hold for only a few NEAs observed to date, and the situation is unlikely to change in the near future. Also, it might not be practicable to obtain them for many objects in any future thermal IR survey. Therefore we need to rely on simple models, just as IRAS (Tedesco 1992) used the Standard Thermal Model in the asteroid main belt asteroids , and references therein). For NEAs, the NearEarth Asteroid Thermal Model (NEATM, Harris 1998) has proven to be the most reliable.
However NEATM assumes zero thermal emission on the night side of an asteroid, which may lead to significant overestimation of diameter and underestimation of albedo. This affects the beaming parameter η and contributes to a trend of increasing η with phase angle α. In this paper we investigate whether a simple thermal model that assumes non-zero night side emission can improve on NEATM.
The Need for Improved Physical Characterisation of NEAs
Improved physical characterisation of Near-Earth Asteroids (NEAs) is important for understanding their origin and evolution, the links between meteorites and their parent bodies, and for assessing the impact hazard. NEAs are also representative of small main belt asteroids (Binzel et al. 2002) . Cellino et al. (2002) describe how the discovery rate of NEAs is vastly outstripping their investigation. As of November 2008, the number of NEAs with measured diameters and albedos is about 87 (http://earn.dlr.de/nea/table1_new.html) while the total number of NEAs discovered is over 5800 (http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/).
Improved statistics of the diameters and albedos of NEAs are needed for a more accurate derivation of their size distribution, which is crucial for assessment of the impact hazard and for optimising survey strategies. "All estimates of NEA populations and impact rates are plagued by uncertainties concerning the albedos of NEAs and hence by the conversions from the observed quantities (magnitudes) to size and energy" (Morrison 2008 ). Smaller NEAs below 1 km particularly need to be characterized; but unfortunately there is a bias against selecting small, low albedo objects, and succeeding in observing small, high albedo objects at mid-IR wavelengths. As the number of NEAs with known taxonomic type increases, so does the requirement for an increase in measurements of their albedos. If an albedo distribution is derived for each taxonomic type it can be used to derive a de-biased size distribution. Stuart and Binzel (2004) have done the first study using albedo statistics from NEAs, obtained from Delbó et al. (2003) , which relies on simple thermal models. However, A, R and U-types are still obtained from main-belt statistics and several values are based on very few classified objects (for example the D-type complex has one member with a measured albedo).
Also, trends within taxonomic types may reveal surface processes. The majority of NEAs with measured albedos are S-types. Delbó (2004) has found a trend of increasing albedo with decreasing size among S-types and interprets it as evidence for space weathering. Wolters et al. (2008) found a possible trend of increasing beaming parameter with diameter for small S-and Qtype asteroids. As the available data for other taxonomic types grow, there may be other similar trends discovered.
The Night Emission Simulated Thermal Model (NESTM) 6
The Radiometric Method of Diameter Determination
Radiometric diameter determination is a powerful method for acquiring the diameters of a large number of objects, and therefore would be a suitable method for a survey to improve the statistics of physically characterised NEAs. Thermal models can be fitted to thermal IR fluxes to derive the size and albedo of an asteroid. The size is ultimately presented as the effective diameter D eff , the equivalent diameter of a perfect sphere with the same projected area as the (generally) irregularly shaped asteroid. The albedo is presented as the geometric albedo p v , the ratio of the visual brightness to that of a perfectly diffusing 'Lambertian' disk of the same diameter. The bolometric Bond albedo A can be related to p v through:
where q is the phase integral (Bowell et al. 1989) . 
The principle of the radiometric method is described in Morrison (1973) and Lebofsky and Spencer (1989) , with more recent reviews by Delbó and Harris (2002) and Harris and Lagerros (2002) . The energy balance depends on the projected area and the albedo. Since the reflected solar component is proportional to A and the thermal component is proportional to (1-A), simultaneous measurements of both can provide a unique D eff and p v via the radiometric method of diameter determination.
The Near-Earth Asteroid Thermal Model (NEATM)
The NEATM is a modification of the so-called Standard Thermal Model (STM) which, as outlined in Lebofsky et al. (1986) , considers the asteroid as a spherical non-rotating object, with a surface temperature in instantaneous equilibrium with incoming solar radiation, with a temperature distribution decreasing from a maximum at the subsolar point (T max ) to zero at the terminator, and no thermal emission on the night side. The beaming parameter η was introduced to take account of enhanced sunward thermal emission due to the surface roughness. In the STM η = 0.756, calibrated from the occultation diameters of (1) Ceres and (2) Pallas, and T max becomes:
where
is the solar flux at 1 AU, r =distance from the Sun in AU, ε = emissivity (assumed ε = 0.9), and σ = Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
Harris (1998) introduced the NEATM as an appropriate model for NEAs, which are often observed at high phase angle and are thought to have higher surface thermal inertia, as a consequence of their smaller size in comparison to observable main-belt asteroids (smaller asteroids may have higher rotation rates and less regolith). NEATM modifies the STM in two ways. First, it allows η in Eq. 3 to be varied until the model fluxes F mod (n) give a best fit to the observed thermal IR spectrum F obs (n), effectively forcing the model temperature distribution to show a colour temperature consistent with the apparent colour temperature implied by the data.
Second, it replaces the STM phase angle correction in the same way as the projected model (e.g. Cruikshank & Jones 1977) , which models the asteroid as a sphere and calculates the temperature on the surface assuming Lambertian emission and zero emission on the night side. The projected model is the equivalent of the NEATM with η = 1 (i.e. with no beaming).
The NEATM temperature distribution is defined by the longitude θ and latitude φ on the asteroid surface, where θ = 0° and φ = 0° are at the subsolar point.
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The model fluxes F mod (n) are calculated by integrating B(λ n ,T(θ,φ )) over the portion of the asteroid surface visible to the observer: where ∆ = distance to the Earth in AU.
Finding an accurate η requires good wavelength sampling of the thermal continuum, ideally at least four filter measurements over the range 5-20 µm (e.g. Delbó et al. 2003) , although η-fitting for observations over a narrower range (8-12.5 µm) but with higher spectral resolution has proved successful (e.g. Wolters et al. 2005 Wolters et al. , 2008 . Delbó et al. (2003) found a trend of increasing beaming parameter η with phase angle α. From this trend, they proposed a default η = 1.0 for observations α < 45° (equivalent to projected model) and η = 1.5 for α ≥ 45°, for the case where only one or two N-and/or Q-band observations are available, or the spectral resolution is not high enough to make η-fitting sensible.
Fitting η compensates somewhat for effects from surface thermal inertia, surface roughness and other deviations from the STM. However, NEATM ignores thermal emission on the night side and, even with η-fitting, the resulting diameter is overestimated and consequently the albedo is underestimated, increasingly at higher phase angles. This also contributes to the trend of increasing η with α. If this systematic error was large, one might expect a trend of decreasing albedo with phase angle. Delbó (2004) did not find a trend and suggested that this indicated that such an error did not play a major role up to α ~ 60°. However, we note that the default model uncertainty in the measurement of p v is 30% and the sample size is still small. Delbó (2004) also compared NEATM diameters to radar diameters in a similar analysis to our own in Section 3.2, and found that there was a systematic bias in overestimating diameters of 8% ± 4%, which could be explained as a consequence of ignoring thermal emission on the night side.
The Fast Rotating Model (FRM)
Previously in situations where asteroids were observed at high phase angles and the NEATM often gave poor fits, it has been necessary to resort to the Fast Rotating Model (FRM, Lebofsky & Spencer 1989) Delbó et al. (2003) , 1999 HF 1 in Wolters et al. (2005) . In the FRM, the temperature contours of an assumed spherical asteroid, with a rotation axis at 90° to the solar direction, are smoothed out due to a combination of thermal lag and rotation which causes received solar flux at a given latitude φ to be re-emitted at a constant rate, without cooling as it rotates.
Consequently the temperature distribution depends only on latitude, and the day and night side are at an equal temperature. The FRM can be regarded as the opposite extreme to the STM.
The Modified Projected Model
The modified projected model was introduced by Green et al. (1985) as an appropriate model to fit to thermal IR fluxes of NEA (3200) Phaethon, which was observed at a reasonably high phase angle (48°), and for which the STM fit badly. The model is considered in more detail in Green (1985) .
Whereas the NEATM assumes that there is no night side emission, the modified projected model uses a parameter f to define the night side temperature, so that for a latitude φ the night side temperature is:
where T max is defined as in Eq. 3 without η, i.e. beaming is not considered in this model. Setting f = 0 would be the equivalent of the projected model, which is itself the equivalent of the NEATM with the beaming parameter η = 1. In order to conserve energy, T max is replaced by a reduced maximum day side temperature T mod . The day side temperature for a given latitude φ and longitude θ is given by:
For a particular latitude and longitude on the day side, if T night is greater than T day then the night side temperature takes precedence. 
f depends on the asteroid's spin axis, rotation period, thermal inertia and shape. Green (1985) was able to vary f to provide a best-fit to Phaethon (f = 0.65 ± 0.02). Hansen (1977) has also discussed using a non-zero night side temperature distribution.
Hansen ensured a smooth transition from the day side to the night side temperature by introducing a monotonically increasing function f(θ) which is 0 for θ = 0° and 0.60 for θ ≥ 90°.
In Hansen's model the maximum day side temperature is not recalculated to conserve energy.
The Model
Combining NEATM with the Modified Projected Model
The Night Emission Simulated Thermal Model (NESTM) combines the NEATM with features of the modified projected model. Additionally to the parameters required to run NEATM, an assumed surface thermal inertia Γ and rotation period P are also needed. If P is not known, we assume P = 5h, which is the average for NEAs (Binzel et al. 2002 ). Hence we can define different versions of NESTM, depending on the assumed Γ. In this paper we consider has been found to be the average for NEAs (Delbo et al. 2007 ) based on a statistical inversion study of asteroids between 0.8 and 3.4 km diameter. Delbó (2004) found that the average NEA Γ from a study of evening/morning effect limiting curves on α-η plots was Γ = 550 ± 100 J m The degree to which the surface of an asteroid responds to changes in insolation can be characterised by the thermal parameter Θ, which combines the rotation rate ω = 2π/P, the surface thermal inertia Γ and the STM maximum temperature T max :
NESTM applies an iso-latitudinal night side temperature (Eq. 6) that is a fraction f of the maximum day side temperature when η = 1 (T max ). We have to use an average night side temperature for each latitude, because for most objects we do not know the pole orientation and hence the rotation direction. Hence, we do not know if we are observing the warmer "afternoon" side, which we refer to as positive phase angle (+α), or the cooler "morning" side (-α). So whereas NEATM always has too low thermal emission on the night side, with NESTM it can be higher or lower, albeit on average closer. It can be considered that NESTM applies a "damped down" version of the FRM to the night side of the asteroid.
The f parameter is a function of Θ. Clearly, since Θ is dependent on T max , which is in turn dependent on the albedo, we must recalculate the asteroid's thermal parameter for every p v , so the model is run with a look-up table with an appropriate f for any given small range of thermal parameter. We describe how it was generated in Section 2.2. Θ is much more strongly dependent on Γ and P than p v , such that the appropriate f does not typically change by more than 0.02 as a range of p v is run through, and so it would be an acceptable simplification to run the model with a fixed f parameter for the whole range of p v if required.
The beaming parameter η is applied to the day side, so that day side temperatures T day are calculated as described by Eqs. 3 and 4 for the NEATM. The major departure from the modified projected model here is that a modified maximum day side temperature T mod is no longer iteratively calculated using the energy balance Eq. 8. Instead the beaming parameter η is fitted in the same manner as for NEATM, effectively measuring the real day side temperature from the observed thermal IR fluxes. This makes the model considerably simpler than the modified projected model. Like the modified projected model, if T night > T day at any point on the day side then T night is used. The modelled flux F mod (n) is determined from the temperature array by integrating the black body function over the visible surface (c.f. Eq. 9 where not all visible longitudes were integrated, since the night side emission was assumed to be zero): 
where G(x, y) = x if x>y and G(x, y) = y if x<y.
Defining an Appropriate f Parameter
Applying a night side constant temperature profile as a latitude-dependent fraction f of T max is just an approximation of the effect that a body with significant thermal inertia would have on the temperature profile. In reality the temperature on the night side would slowly cool from the day side temperature. We can model the temperature for the night side for an asteroid with a given thermal inertia Γ, rotation period P, albedo A, and heliocentric distance r using a simple one dimensional thermophysical model, applying essentially the same method as Wesselink (1948) (see also Wolters, 2005 ). The thermophysical model was run for an asteroid with bolometric Bond albedo A = 0.2 at a distance from the Sun of r = 1 AU and at thermal inertias Γ = 40, 100, 550 and 2200 J m . It was run for rotation periods 1-100 h. The model assumes that the pole orientation is 90° and that the asteroid is spherical.
The average equatorial night side temperature T (90° ≥ θ ≥ 270°) is found for each model run, from which we can derive f:
We can relate these f parameters to the thermal parameter Θ through Eq. 10, and hence have an appropriate value to use for any heliocentric distance, rotation period and albedo in the NESTM.
The variation of f with Θ is given in Fig. 1 , and the resulting look-up table is given in Table 1 .
Assessing the NESTM
Testing on Simulated Surfaces
In order to assess whether the NESTM measures diameters more accurately than the NEATM, a set of temperature distributions of a test asteroid were created using the Synthetic thermal IR fluxes F obs (n) were generated depending on the assigned parameters: asteroid diameter D eff , Earth-asteroid distance ∆ (AU), phase angle α, "instrument" wavelengths λ obs (n). The λ obs were set at filter wavelengths equivalent to a range of narrow-band filters typically used for sampling a wide range of wavelengths: 4. 8, 8.0, 8.9, 10.7, 11.7, 12.5 and 20 .0 µm, i.e. one M-and Q-band measurement and five N-band measurements. The asteroid diameter D eff was set to 1.0 km, and ∆ = 0.2 AU. The output flux is determined from the temperature array by integrating the blackbody function over the visible surface, i.e. over all latitudes, and for the 180° of longitude in the temperature distribution that would be visible depending on the phase angle: The phase angle was varied for each asteroid and was set to: α = 0°, ±30°, ±45°, ±60°, ±75°, ±90°, ±105°, ±120°. The resulting thermal IR fluxes at 10.7 µm for each simulated surface are given in Fig. 4 . The direction of the phase angle, i.e. whether the cooler morning side of the asteroid or the warmer afternoon side is being observed, is important. If we input negative α in Eq. 13 we can obtain a second set of results for the cooler morning side. This analysis assumes the extreme case of the pole orientation at 90° to the solar direction. In this geometry the effects of significant thermal inertia are at their greatest. If the spin axis is pointing towards the Sun, then no part of the day side is rotated onto the night side, there is no emission on the night side, and the NEATM is the appropriate model. In between, there is a gradation between the two cases.
The NEATM and NESTM were best-fitted to the thermal IR fluxes. If we contrast the results with different surface thermal inertias observed between 45° and 75° phase angle (Fig. 6) , we can see that on the afternoon side a range of different versions of NESTM produce more accurate diameters than NEATM. But on the morning side, if the simulated asteroid surface has low surface thermal inertia, then NEATM is more accurate. We find that NESTM200 produces the most improved accuracy of diameter estimation over the greatest range of asteroid surfaces. Note that Delbo et al. (2007) Delbó (2004) . As the simulated surface increases in thermal inertia, so the η-value at zero phase angle increases. We have not included beaming (i.e. surface roughness) in our thermophysical model which would decrease η at low phase angles and increase it at large phase angles. As the surface type increases in thermal inertia, the maximum day side temperature becomes reduced compared to T max , conserving energy as more thermal flux comes from the night side. In the modified projected model this reduced maximum day side temperature T mod was calculated (Section 1.4) but in the NEATM and NESTM the observed temperature is effectively measured. As a result the best-fit η increases.
The NESTM40, NESTM120 and NESTM200-derived η-values are relatively constant as a function of phase angle, therefore including appropriate thermal emission on the night side has the effect of reducing the increase of η. (If beaming were included in the model, the η-values would still increase to compensate for the enhanced thermal emission in the sunward direction, which would no longer be observed at larger phase angles.) The behaviour of the best-fit η is quite complex. While the NEATM was inaccurate in not introducing night side thermal flux, NESTM forces a particular amount of thermal flux from the night side. The more night side flux is introduced the less the fitted maximum day side temperature T fit has to be reduced in order to account for the fact that the observed day side temperature is lower than T max .
For high thermal inertia versions of NESTM fitted to low thermal inertia surfaces, very high best-fit η can be derived at high phase angles. An extreme case is NESTM550 at α = -120°, which gives η = 4.3. This behaviour does not seem to especially affect the accuracy of the fitted diameter (∆D eff = -19%) which is much closer to the true value than for NEATM (∆D eff = +117%). The reason for these strange results is that at such a high phase angle, there are many more surface elements from both the night side and the day side with temperatures replaced by φ 4 / 1 max cos fT , than there are elements fitted by η, and so the isothermal latitude FRM begins to fit the observed fluxes better.
Testing on Real Asteroid Spectra
The thermal IR fluxes of (33342) 1998 WT 24 reported by Harris et al. (2007) are a useful test of NESTM because the same asteroid is observed over a range of high phase angles (60°-93°).
You would expect NEATM to increasingly overestimate the diameter, while NESTM diameters should be more consistent as the phase angle increases, which is the case (Fig. 8) . Because (33342) 1998 WT 24 has been observed by radar (Zaitsev et al. 2002) , constraints on its shape and . As can be seen, NESTM agrees with this derived diameter better than NEATM, increasingly so at higher phase angles. We note that the FRM also fits well.
We can derive NESTM diameters for a number of objects whose diameters have been determined independently by radar. Delbo (2004) performed a similar study for NEATM using a dataset containing 10 objects (23 total spectra, 9 with default η) and found NEATM overestimated the diameter by +8% ± 4%. We performed the same analysis on the same data for NESTM and found NESTM200 gave 0% ± 4% (Wolters 2005 ).
Here we present a comparison using a wider dataset of 18 objects (62 spectra, 38 with default η). The results for NEATM, FRM and NESTM200 are shown in Tables 2-4 . We have derived NESTM diameters using NESTM40, 120, 200, 550, and 2200 for this dataset. Figure 9 shows the relative diameter discrepancy (D radiometry -D radar )/D radar for each object, and the mean relative diameter discrepancy is given in Table 5 . We have separated the dataset into observations where η was fitted [ Fig. 9 (a) ] and when default η was used [ Fig. 9 (b) ].
Discussion
When we use the subset of observations where η-fitting is used, then we can see that there is a systematic bias for both NEATM (+11% ± 8%) and the FRM (+18% ± 12%) which significantly overestimate the diameter in comparison to radar diameters, while NESTM200 (+3% ± 8%) and NESTM550 (-1% ± 8%) remove the bias within the uncertainty of the distribution of relative diameter errors.
However, we note that radar diameters themselves will have uncertainties which may be systematic . In some cases, radar diameter uncertainty may be significantly larger than for thermal modelling. For example, for (1627) Ivar, the diameter estimation is 8.5 ± 3 km, a 35% uncertainty. It derives from a consideration in Ostro et al. (1990) D eff could be smaller than this if the object is highly elongated, also it could be larger since it is a lower bound. In these cases we have assumed that D eff is equal to this value, and assigned an uncertainty of 15% (simply to match the uncertainty assigned to thermal model diameters). In a few cases, a very accurate effective diameter is obtained, for example D eff = 0.53 ± 0.03 km for (6489) Golevka (Hudson et al., 2000) (i.e. 6% uncertainty). In this case three-dimensional modelling using two-dimensional delay-Doppler images combined with published lightcurves could unambiguously define the pole and shape. Finally, in the cases of (433) Eros and (25143) Itokawa, we were able to use diameters measured by orbiting spacecraft, which can be considered a precise standard (1% and 2% uncertain respectively). Although the size of the radar uncertainty is influential when the sample size is small, more crucial for our comparison is whether there is a systematic bias (positive or negative) in the radar diameter estimation.
When we examine the results for the subset where default η was used, then NEATM significantly underestimates the diameter (-16% ± 5%), while the discrepancy for NESTM is even greater. FRM diameters are closer to radar diameters on average than both NEATM and NESTM, though with a wider distribution (+7% ± 8%). The same default η was used for NEATM and NESTM in this analysis; in some cases η = 1.2 whatever the phase angle (if this was the value used in the literature), in other cases η = 1 when α < 45° and η = 1.5 when α > 45°, as suggested by Delbó et al. (2003) . If the population of objects compared with radar diameters is assumed to be representative of the NEA population as a whole, then this suggests that the wrong default η is being used for NEATM. The FRM makes no use of a beaming parameter which explains why the FRM is closer to the radar diameters.
There is a trend of increasing η with phase angle; for a recent analysis see, e.g. Wolters et al. (2008) which found a trend η = (0.013 ± 0.004)α + (0.91 ± 0.17). However, there is a wide distribution, since η is an observable that results from an amalgamation of influences: beaming, surface thermal inertia, pole orientation, shape etc. Nevertheless, future work may be able to improve NEATM diameters by using a more appropriate default η. We note that if a higher η is used, the determined diameter is larger, so this analysis suggests that a higher default η on average may be appropriate. The most appropriate default η for NESTM will be different, since the model automatically supplies thermal IR flux from the night side. This has the consequence of lowering the best-fitted η and flattening the trend with phase angle, as Fig. 10 illustrates.
When the two datasets are combined, the systematic overestimation of diameter by NEATM when η is fitted is compensated for by systematically underestimating the diameter when default η is used, such that the overall distribution of NEATM diameters are not significantly different from radar.
Conclusions
NESTM has been introduced in an attempt to produce more reliable estimates of albedo and diameter of NEAs from thermal IR observations, when insufficient information is available for a thermophysical model to be applied. NESTM models the night side temperature as a fraction f of the maximum day side temperature, with different versions applying different f depending on the assumed thermal inertia. NEATM has zero night side emission and uses the beaming parameter η as a free parameter to compensate. In NESTM, η is also a free parameter, which can partly compensate for the modelled thermal inertia differing from an asteroid's actual thermal properties.
We find that NESTM does not remove phase effects sufficiently well to make NESTM derived η more meaningful than those using NEATM. It is therefore not appropriate to use NESTM-derived best-fit η for physical interpretation of asteroid surfaces, e.g. to estimate the true surface thermal inertia, as can be done for NEATM (e.g. Delbo, 2004) . One of the merits of NEATM is its simplicity. The additional complexity of NESTM is only justified if it produces significantly improved accuracy for diameter determination. ) produces significantly improved accuracy for diameter estimation only for observations taken at α > 45°, and in some circumstances can be less accurate than NEATM for α < 45°. In cases where there is not enough physical information about the asteroid or high enough quality data to use a thermophysical model, we suggest adopting NEATM for asteroids observed at α < 45° and NESTM200 as the default simple thermal model to apply to NEAs observed at α > 45°.
A comparison of radar diameters derived from radar observations with those calculated using NEATM with η-fitting showed that NEATM significantly overestimates the diameter (+11% ± 8%), a bias which was removed within the uncertainties by using NESTM200 (+3% ± 8%). This may be due to a systematic bias in the diameter estimation of NEATM, and/or systematic bias in radar diameters. When default η was used, the diameter was significantly underestimated by NEATM (-16% ± 5%). This suggests that the default η for NEATM needs to be re-investigated. Veeder et al. (1989) are incorrect for given time of observation and give much higher albedo inconsistent with their other data b According to Harris et al. (2007) (Sekiguchi et al. 2003 (Sekiguchi et al. ), 2001 (Sekiguchi et al. -04-08, 2001 -04-09 data and a 4.68 um observation in Ishiguro et al. (2003) . m Harris et al. (2007) obtain p v = 0.75, D eff = 0.31, η = 0.61, but suggest that data may be of poor quality. We rederive using default η = 1.5. n Harris et al. (2007) 234, 0.703, 1.174, 3.251 and 13.081 respectively. The appropriate f parameters are obtained from a look-up table plotted in Fig. 3 and are f = 0.439, 0.543, 0.584, 0.669 and 0.725 respectively. It can be seen that there is zero emission on the night side for NEATM. 439, 0.543 0.584, 0.669 and 0.725 respectively, although f varies depending on the best-fit p v ).
Tables
Fig. 8. NEATM, NESTM and FRM diameters fitted to thermal IR fluxes of (33342) 1998 WT 24
from Harris et al. (2007) compared with a diameter obtained with a thermophysical model applied to the same data, and to a diameter obtained with radar (Zaitsev et al. 2002) . 
